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"The nature and effect of conditions of various kinds have been the
subject of almost endless discussion by Judges and academic writers."l
Yet, in spite of this, and of their importance in New Zealand conveyanc
ing in which a high proportion of contracts are conditional, no clearly
understood and accepted account of them exists. Contradiction arising
from the lack of any such account is the element most apparent in any
reading, however superficial, of the literature. It may be presumptuous,
therefore, to offer such an account for consideration, but the need re
moves any desire to apologise for adding to the "endless discussion".

The basic thesis which will be propounded in this paper is that only
two kinds of conditions need be considered: those which are precedent to
the existence of contractual relations, ie there is no intention to contract
unless and until the condition is met; and those which are subsequent to
the existence of contractual relations, ie which are terms of existing
contracts.

It is suggested that such a view has the virtue of simplicity.2 It concen
trates attention on the point of whether or not there is a contract, a point
which is central, first because the effect of a condition will be quite dif
ferent according to whether it precedes or is a part of the contractual
relationship, and secondly because it is the effect of the condition on that
relationship which is invariably in issue. Whether or not there is a con
tract depends upon offer and acceptance, and upon "the intention of the
parties as to the time when and the manner in which they will become
bound by contract."3 Clearly the existence of a condition is relevant to
this intention of the parties, but it is the intention which is fundamental
and the ascertainment of it would answer in every case the old question
whether the condition is precedent or subsequent. In the majority of
cases it would probably be found that there is an intention to be con
tractually bound and that the condition is a term of that contract.. There
would, of course, be only one set of rules governing the operation of such
conditions and these may be known and applied with relative certainty,
though it would remain open to the parties to prescribe different rules for
themselves.

* LLM(Auck), PhD (Cantab), Senior Lecturer in Law, University of Auckland.

1 Hunt v Wilson [1978] 2 NZLR 261 at 278 per Richardson J (CA).
2 "In the everyday subject of vendor and purchaser it is especially important that

the law should be as simple as possible." Hunt v Wllson ibid at 273 per Cooke
J.

3 Carruthers v Whitaker [1975] 2 NZLR 667 at 672 per Richmond J (CA).
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Analysis4
A condition is essentially an operative fact or event upon which rights

and duties of the parties depend.5 Because the fact or event may pr~~ede
or follow the rights and duties which are dependent upon it, condItIons
are divided into those which are precedent and those which are subse
quent. Very often these terms are used in isolation, causing much con
fusion, but they describe a temporal relationship and it is obviously
necessary therefore to define what the condition is being viewed in rela
tion to. This could be either the contractual relationship itself, or the
obligation to perform all or some of the promises of an existing contract.
It is submitted that the basic issue in every case centres on the existence
or terminability of the contractual relationship and that the terms "pre
cedent" and "subsequent" are most usefully used exclusively in relation
to that reference point. Although it may be accurate to describe a con
dition as subsequent to the contractual relationship but precedent to the
obligation to perform some or all of the basic promises within that rela
tionship, such an analysis is not really helpful unless the primary and
secondary aspects of the description are clearly distinguished. When, as
is commonly the case, the pertinent issue is whether the condition can be
used by one of the parties to escape from the contract, or perhaps
whether there is a contract, the primary aspect of the description is that
it is subsequent to the contractual relationship; that it may be precedent
to certain obligations of performance is then purely incidental and
secondary.

It is also argued that this emphasis on the contractual relationship and
the time of its creation as the focal point is not weakened by the fact that
a realistic appraisal of the parties' intention as to the time and manner in
which they become bound by contract will lead, in the case of most con
tracts for the sale of land, to the conclusion that there is a contract and
that the condition is working within it. Cases of conditions precedent, in
present terms, will thus be extremely rare,G but it is the usefulness of the
framework in a problem solving context, rather than the symmetry of the
results of its application, which is important.

4 It is customary when writing on a topic to at least try to achieve a comprehen
sive coverage of case law and secondary literature. When writing about condi
tions precedent and subsequent at anY1length 1iess than a monograph, ~omprehen
siveness is unattainable because of the sheer immensity of the volume of litera
ture available. I propose, therefore, to concentrate upon my own analysis and
the New Zealand decisions in the area of vendor and purchaser over approxi
mately the last twenty years. This will allow my point to be made with as little
distraction as possible in the context in which it is perhaps most commonly
relevant in New Zealand. It should be noted that this analysis differs from that
set out in Hinde, McMorland and Sim, Land Law (1979) Vol 2 paras. 10.007
10.017 and is, I hope, an advance on my thinking at the' time that material was
written.

5 Cf the definitions given by Corbin, "Conditions in the Law of Contract" (1917)
28 Yale LJ 739 at 743; Stoljar, "The Contractual Concept of Condition" (1953)
69 LQR 485 at 488.

6 This conclusion was also reached by Stoljar, "The Contractual Concept of Con
dition" ibid at 489-492 which led him to the result that the duty of perform
ance must be the point of referenc,e for the terms "precedent;' and "subse
quent"~ because "there would be very little point in selecting the existence or
f?rmatlon of the contract as: this point of reference" (at 506, n7). The assump
tIons behind this reasoning are not stated, but it is submitted that the main cri
terion for the selection of the point of reference should be the degree of its
connection with the operation of the condition and that this must lead to the
existence of the contract as that point.
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This view is not without judicial support. In Maynard v Goode,7
Isaacs J said, in response to counsel's argument that the instant condition
was precedent, that: 8

We must ask the ouestion "Precedent to what?" If it is precedent to the
agreement be:ng operative as a contract, it is of the, nature urged by [coun
se]]. ... But it may be a condition precedent to the performance of a par
ticular term of the contract, which is of common occurrence. . . . In one
sense the second stipulation is of that nature, because there was no obliga
tion on [the vendor] to transfer unless [the purchaser] fi:-st transferred his
holding in reasonable time. But in another sense it is ... a condition sub
sequent in relation, not to a particular term, but to the whole contract, as a
binding obligation, that is, as a defeasance, because failure ... would have
entitled the; vendolr, to retire from the tran£action altogether.

This clearly expresses the view that those conditions which operate with
in the contract, after the parties have become contractually bound, are
not either precedent or subsequent but are both depending upon what
they are seen in relation to. There is only one kind of condition which
operates within a contract and the Inethod of its operation can be de
scribed, as will be suggested, by one set of rules.

The passage from Isaacs J was adopted by Hardie Boys J in his dis
senting judgment in Scott v Rania9 and helped to support his Honour's
finding that the relevant categorisation of the condition in that case was
as a condition subsequent. Unfortunately, though understandably given
the doctrine of precedent, this dissenting judgment has subsequently re
ceived all too little attention and emphasis has been placed on the more
confusedlO judgments of the majority.

The same idea has more recently been taken up again, perhaps with
out realisation of its judicial antecedents. I ! Cooke J said in Hunt v
Wilson that: 12

I venture to think that the ambiguous labels precedent and subsequent, when
applied to conditions, are seldom of real help in solving issues in this branch
of contract law. Certainly they can be positively misleading unless the mean
ing of what is being said is made specific by explaining to what the condi
tion in question is seen as precedent or subsequent. Sometimes, in a rather
inexact sense, the term condition precedent is used to describe a stipulation
which does prevent the formation of any contract at all-as when the par
ties have negotiated a bargain but expressed it to be, "subject to contract".
Then in truth no legal agreement whatever has been reached, neither party
being in Jaw committed to anything. In aU other cases some form of con
tract has be,en made and the rights and obligations of the parties are gov
erned by what they have agreed to.

All or some of the rights and obligations of the parties may be contingent
on certain events, such as the approval of a Court or an independent third
party, which in that sense may be called a condition precedent; but in the

7 (] 926) 37 CLR 529.
8 Ibid at 540.
9 [1966] NZLR 527 (CA).

10 Opinion is divided on whether the condition, which was simply characterised as
precedent, was precedent "to the format;on of a contract" (Coote, "Agree
m~n~s 'Subje~t .to Finance' " (1976) 40 Conv (NS) 37 at 42) or was operating
wlthln.a~ eX.IstIng contract (eg Hunt v Wi'son supra n 1 at 267 per Cooke J).
!he dlst1 nctIon was unrecognised but is crucial; either interpretation of the
Judgments can be supported by internal evidence.

11 Inde~d, Cooke J appears to seek support in the majority judgments in Scott v
Ranla supra n 9; leastways, they are the only ones to which his Honour refers.

12 Supra n 1 at 267.
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meantime there is a conditional contract in existence from which neither
party is at liberty to withdraw at will. Indeed there are often, though not
invariably, binding obligations in the meantime, such as an obligation to do
all necessary things to obtain the approval. [Then follows a brief survey of
some of the leading cases, concluding with Head v Tattersall.l3 His Honour
then says of the condition in that case:] The condition could be described
equally naturally either as subsequent, in that it enabled a sale to be subse
quently cancelled, or as precedent, in that the right of return by the Wednes
day evening did not arise unless there had been a breach of the warranty.

With respect, issue is taken with the phrase "in a rather inexact sense"
regarding conditions precedent. The term "condition precedent", like
any other, means what one wants it to mean; it is merely an aid to
thought and communication neither of which will be achieved if the
meaning attributed to the term is not clearly defined by the user and
understood by others. Nor is it a matter in this instance of departing
from a clearly and commonly understood meaning because it is abund
antly plain from the literature that the term does not have one. The user
is therefore free to attribute his own meaning to the term and to choose
his own criteria for establishing that meaning. Taking the formation of
the contract as the temporal reference point, based on the criterion of
usefulness in problem solving, the "inexact sense" becomes the situation
in which a condition has the primary, indeed the only, quality of being a
condition precedent; it is what is sometimes referred to as a "pure" con
dition precedent. Although his Honour expressly recognises the dual
characterisation of those conditions which operate within an existing
contract, nevertheless, consistently with his treatment of "pure" condi
tions precedent and his interpretation of the majority judgments in Scott
v Rania, Cooke J places the emphasis on the precedent, rather than the
subsequent, aspect of their character. It is here argued, consistently with
recognising the primarily precedent character of those conditions, albeit
rare, which truly precede contractual relations, that the primary quality
in a problem solving context of those conditions which are subsequent to
contractual relations is that they are subsequent, even though they may
simultaneously be precedent to the obligation to perform certain of the
promises within that contract.

Detailed Rules in Light of Analysis
It is necessary to consider some of the detailed rules regarding the

operation of conditions in the light of this analysis.
(i) Obligation to take all reasonable steps to fulfil the condition.

The view has always been taken in New Zealand that a party is not
able to rely on the non-fulfilment of a condition where that came about
through his own default.14 Accordingly, where appropriate, which has
proved to be in most cases,15 the courts seek to place an obligation on

13 (1871) LR 7 Ex 7.
14 Barber v Crickett [1958] NZLR 1057 at 1060-1061 per Cleary J; Eastmond v

Bowis [1962] NZLR 954 at 961 per Richmond J; Mulvena v Kelman [1965]
NZLR 656 at 658-662 per Henry J; Scott v Rania [1966] NZLR 527 at 534 per
McCarthy J; Valley Ready Mix Ltd v rJtah Finance and Development (NZ) Ltd
[1974] 1 NZLR 123.

15 See the cases cited supra n 14. The only express exception to the application of
this rule has been in Gardner v Gould [1972] NZLR 943 (SC) , [1974] 1 NZLR
4~6 (CA) in which the condition was found either to place no obligation on
~lther party or .to place an obligation on both. This finding rested on the word
lng of the partIcular condition as interpreted in the circumstances of that case
both of which were somewhat unusual. '
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one of the parties to take all reasonable steps to fulfil the condition. The
difficulty has been to establish a theoretical basis for imposing the obli
gation. The alternatives mooted have been, first, by way of an implied
term or, secondly, by the application of the broader principle that no
man can take advantage of the results of his own default. The implied
term approach is merely a narrower view of the second principle which
regards the only default available for the operation of the principle as a
breach of the contract. The implied term view was adopted by Henry J
in Mulvena v Kelman,16 but the wider second approach was preferred by
McCarthy J in Scott v Rania.17 The issue was raised at length, however,
by the Court of Appeal in Gardner v Gould,18 the Court being unani
mous that the narrow interpretation of the principle earlier adopted by
Henry J was correct, a view which has been subject to some academic
criticism.19 So matters stand at present.

If the suggested view of conditions were adopted, the debate between
the two approaches would not be resolved, but would become much less
significant. The present importance of the debate hinges on the belief
that within a contract conditions precedent and subsequent are different
things. Thus, it appears to be thought that a term can be implied only if
the condition is categorised as subsequent. This is not necessarily so if a
distinction is maintained between conditions precedent to contractual
relations (non-promissory conditions precedent) and conditions prece
dent to the obligation to perform some of the promises of an existing
contract (promissory conditions precedent) .20 But if promissory con~

ditions precedent and conditions subsequent are recognised merely as
two aspects of the same concept, the overall picture is simplified even
further and the ability to impose the obligation is seen to exist freely
whichever view of the basis for doing so is adopted. The correct inter
pretation of the principle can then be decided without pressure from the
major practical difficulties which choosing one over the other causes on
the present understanding of conditions.21

(ii) Effect of non-fulfilment.
The effect of the non-fulfilment of the various kinds of conditions

appears relatively well settled and understood, though criticism may be
made of the known rules. It is clear that time is of the essence as to the
fulfilment of conditions of whatever kind, so that the consequences of
non-fulfilment occur immediately and automatically on the specified
date.22 If a condition precedent external to contractual relations should
fail, those relations, and thus the contract itself, simply never come into

16 Supra n 14.
17 Supra n 14 at 534.
18 Supra n 15 at 427-428 per McCarthy P; at 436-437 per Richmond J; at 440 per

Beattie J.
19 C'oote, " 'Subject to Finance'-Again" [1974] NZLJ 392.
20 Daubne:y v Kerr [1962] NZLR 319; noted Coote, [1962] NZLJ 104; Hinde, Mc

Morland and Sim, supra n 4 at para 10.009.
21 For other fa.ctors relevant in ma.king the choice see Coote, "'Subject to Fin

ance'-Again" [1974] NZLJ 392.
22 Hinde, McMorland and Sim, supra n 4 at para 10.011.
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being.23 This is both logical and accurate. The parties are saying that .if
the described state of affairs is in being by a given date, then there wIll
be a contract between them. If that state of affairs has not come about
by that date, then the contract does not come into being. . .

Conditions categorised as subsequent to contractual relatIons are saId
to give rise on their non-fulfilment to a right to avoid the contract, ie a
party having the right must then make a positive act to render the con
tract at an end before it will in fact be terminated.24 There is no logical
necessity for this approach;25 it rests on the need to provide for those
cases in which the fulfilment or otherwise of the condition can be affect
ed by the acts or omissions of one or either party.:w It also gives greater
flexibility to the parties than would exist if the contract were just auto
matically terminated.27

The question of who may avoid it depends on what happens. If one party
has by his default brought about the happening of the event [ie the non
fulfilment of the condition], the other party alone has the, option of avoid
ing the contract. If the event has happened without default on either side,
then either party may avoid the contract. But neither need do so, and, if
one party having a right to avo:d it does not clearly exercise that right the
other party may enforce the contract against him.28

These rules too seem entirely satisfactory and dovetail with the obliga
tion to take all reasonable steps to fulfil the condition.

Again, however, the difficulty arises with those conditions which are
categorised solely as conditions precedent to obligations within an exist
ing contract. It is generally understood that if the condition remains
unfulfilled on the date stipulated for fulfilment, the contract is immedi
ately and automatically terminated,29 unless the failure of the condition

23 Coote, "Agreements 'Subje,ct to Finance' " (1976) 40 Conv (NS) 37 at 45, n
59; Davies, "Conditional Contracts for the Sale of Land in Canada" (1977) 55
Can Bar Rev 289 at 293. Because of the confusion of judicial thought sur
rounding the use of the term "condition precedent", it is difficult to find a clear
statement in support of the present proposition. But logically and taken on
basic principJes it is submitted that the proposition must be so.

24 New Zealand Shipping Co Ltd v Societe des Ateliers et Chantiers de France
[1919] AC 1, (HL); Suttor v Gundowda Pty Ltd (1950) 81 CLR 418 at 440-442
per Latham CJ, Williams and Fullagar JJ. The right to avoid the contract con
tinues even though the situation described bv the condition comes about subse
quent to the fulfilment date specified; Gilbert v Healey Investment Pty Ltd
[1975] 1 NSWLR 650.

25 It could just as log:cally be a rule that the contract was automatically termin
ated.

26 See supra n 24.
27 Cf Barton v Russell [1975] NZ Current Law 307, para 1109, in which the Court

of Appeal read an express provision that the contract would become void on
non-fulfilment as giving only a right to avoid because in the circumstances of
that case it was "most unlikely that the parties intended that ... the contract
would come automatically to an end ..." (per McCarthy P).

28 Suttor v Gundowda Ply Ltd supra n 24 at 441 per Latham CJ, Williams and
Fullagar JJ.

29 A berjoyle Plantaaons Ltd v Cheng [1960] AC 115, (PC); Scott v Rania supra
n 14 at 532 per North P and at 534-535 per McCarthy J. Cf the view expressed
by Coote, "Agr.eements 'Subject to Finance'" (1976) 40 Cony (NS) 37 at 45
tha.t ~uch C?ndItio~s may be treated by analogy with conditions ~absequent.
ThIS IS conSIstent wlth Professor Coote's view (ibid at 42) that in Scott v Rania
North P and McCarthy J ,regarded the condition as precedent to the formation
of the contract. However, with respect, those judgments are ambiguous and
pa~sages may be found in each to support both interpretations. In Hunt v
WII~l!n supra n 1 .a~ 267 Cooke J appears to have seen these judgments as cate
gonsIng the condItIon as precedent to obligations within the contract.
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has occurred through the default of one party in which case the contract
is voidable at the option of the innocent party.30 Unless the contract
stipulates that a condition operating within it is to have the effect of
autonlatically terminating the contract,31 as it may do, it is difficult to see
why the general law should give it this effect. If conditions prece~et;t
and subsequent operating within a contract are in fact different and It IS

thought that the primary function of the condition is that it is precedent
to the obligation to perform certain of the promises in the contract, why
is its result on something to which it is in fact subsequent, so drastic? It
is suggested that the thinking involved is a confusion with conditions
precedent external to contractual relations, for as the ambiguity in Scott
v Rania shows,32 these have not usually been clearly distinguished. It has
been seen that the result of the non-fulfilment of such a condition is that
the contract never comes into being. It is a short, but illogical, step from
this to decide that the result of the non-fulfilment of a condition prece
dent within the contract is that the contract becomes automatically void.
The only logical step, however, from its description as a condition prece
dent is that the obligation to perform the promises to which the condi
tion is precedent never arises. Its description as a conditio~ precedent to
the obligation to perform certain promises within a contract entails no
thing about its effect on the existence of the contract itself to which it is
in fact subsequent. Thus it could with reason be seen to operate on the
contractual relationship in the same way as a condition subsequent;33
and, if it is to operate in the same way, it becomes easier to see that it is
in fact the same thing seen from a different perspective. The adoption
of this approach would remove yet another of the major difficulties in
the supposed distinction between conditions precedent and subsequent,
the supposed distinction in the effect of non-fulfilment.

(iii) Waiver.
The rules regarding the waiver of conditions are related to those de

fining the effect of non-fulfilment. Broadly, a party having the right to
waive a condition34 must do so, if at all, during the life of the contract.
The position, on the commonly understood rules regarding non-fulfil
ment, is therefore as follows. A condition precedent to the existence of
the contract cannot be waived at a11;35 a condition precedent to the obli
gation to perform promises in an existing contract can be waived prior
to the date stipulated for the fulfilment of the condition ;36 and a con
dition subsequent can be waived prior to the actual avoidance of the
contract by a party having the right to do SO.37 If the view of conditions

30 New Zea'and Shipping Co Ltd v Societe des Ateliers et Chantiers de f"rance
supra n 24; Suttor v Gundowda Pty Ltd supra n 24 at 441 per Latham CJ,
Williams and Fullagar JJ; Barber v Crickett supra n 14 at 1059 per Cleary J.

31 But see supra n 27.
32 See supra n 29.
33 Cf Coote, "Agreements 'Subject to Finance'" (1976) 40 Conv (NS) 37 at 45

referred to supra n 29. .
34 A condition can be waived unilaterally oniv bv a party havintl' the exclusive

benefit of the condition; in what circumstances this wiil be soe is beyond the
scope of this paper.

35 Turney v Zhilka (1959) 18 DLR (2d) 447; Coote, [1962] NZLJ 104; Coote,
. "Agreements 'Sub;cct to Finance' ~~ (1976) 40 Conv (NS) 37 at 44.

36 Aberfoyte Plantations Ltd v Cheng supra n 29; Scott v Rania supra n 14.
37 ~Scot~ v Rani~ ib:d at 541 per Hard;e Boys J dissenting; Coote, "Agreements

Subject to FInance' " (1976) 40 Conv (NS) 37 at 45.
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proposed in this paper were accepted, the first category would remain
unchanged, and the second would cease to exist having been absorbed
into the third.

Practicalities
That the approach proposed here would both work in a practical ~on

text and greatly simplify what remains at present a somewhat mysterIous
area of the law, becomes evident when it is tested on the facts of decided
cases.

Its basic major advantage is to remove all of the confusion and result
ant ambiguity surrounding the use of the term "condition precedent". By
choosing the time of the formation of the contract as the reference point
for the terms "precedent" and "subsequent", a condition precedent be
comes one which must be fulfilled before a contract comes into being at
all. Every other condition, ie every condition operating within an exist
ing contract, may for shorthand purposes be described as a condition
subsequent. Thus the first question in any problem is to decide whether
in terms of these definitions the condition is precedent or subsequent. It
is suggested that it will very rarely be found to be precedent, but that the
answer must, as always, depend upon the intention of the parties as
drawn from the wording of the instrument seen in the context of the
surrounding circumstances.

The consequences of the finding are also relevant. The descriptive
word, "precedent" or "subsequent", is only an abbreviated way of stat
ing the way in which the parties intend the condition to operate. It must
therefore be remembered that, as understood here, a condition precedent
entails that the parties are not bound in contract at all until the condition
is fulfilled. Either may therefore withdraw at any time or re-open nego
tiation of the terms; there is no obligation on either party to take any
steps to achieve the fulfilment of the condition; and neither party may
waive the condition.

It will be a rare case in which such is the parties' intention. In the
context of agreements for the sale and purchase of land, once the agree
ment is drawn and is signed by both parties, they are most likely to in
tend that they are bound in contract. This would be so even if the obli
gations to perform the entire contract on both sides, with the exception
of attempting to achieve the fulfilment of the condition, \vere suspend
ed.38 In terms of the present analysis such an arrangement would be
classed as a condition subsequent. Though, again, a suspension of the
obligation to perform all of the terms of an agreement for the sale and
purchase of land is also unlikely. The obligation to pay the deposit is
almost certain to be current, as are certain other terms of the contract
such as the requisitions clause.

The most likely sphere in which a condition precedent in present
terms might be found is in the context of solicitor's approval conditions.
It is possible for such a condition to attach either to the offer39 or to the
acceptance,40 but the present discussion is concerned only with those

38 A_sin Smallman v Smallnlan [1972] Fam 25 (CA).
39 IJuhrer v 1.';lv.ee~ie [1973] 1 NZLR 517 discussed by Molloy, "Agreement 'Sub

Ject to SolIcItor's Approval' ,~ [1974] NZLJ 214 and by Coote "More About
'Solicitor's Approval' Agreements" [1976] NZLJ 40. '

40 Frampton v McCully [1976] 1 NZLR 270 discussed bv Coote "More About
'Solicitor's Approval' Agreements" [1976] NZLJ 40." ,
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which affect the contractual relationship. It is quite conceivable that a
solicitor's approval condition might do this in either of the ways pro
posed in this paper. The parties may intend that there is to be no co~

tract unless and until approval is given, or they may intend that there IS
a contract between them with the obligations of performance41 suspend-
ed unless and until approval is given, but with the appropriate party
having a current obligation to seek and not to obstruct that approva1.42

The former would be a condition precedent on the suggested terminology
and the latter a condition subsequent. Obviously the crucial element is
the intention of the parties which must be determined with regard to the
mode of operation of each kind of condition.

A condition precedent in these terms would be less secure than an
option to purchase acquired for valuable consideration. There would be
no contract at all between the parties so that either would be free to
withdraw or to re-open negotiation of terms, and the condition could not
be waived by the party purportedly protected by it. Yet if the solicitor is
intended to advise on the suitability of his client's entering into the trans
action at all, or the client is seeking time to consider whether he in fact
wishes to enter into the contract, then this may well be the appropriate
way to regard its operation. In such cases, if it is the purchaser seeking
the time·, an option acquired for value would be a much better alterna
tive, but if a condition is used, a condition precedent interpretation may
accord more with the intention than a condition subsequent.43

A construction as a condition subsequent would suit a situation in
which the parties understand that there is a contract between them but
one or both want legal advice as to the formal expression of the contract.
Neither party would be free to withdraw from the agreement or vary its
terms, there would be an obligation to consult a solicitor for the ap
proval, and the role of the solicitor would be much narrower as to both
the matters subject to his approval and the factors he could take into
account in giving or withholding approval. He would not be free to act
on his client's instructions, eg to withhold approval, nor would he be free
to act capriciously and he might b·e under a duty to act honestly and
reasonably.

So far there are only two New Zealand decisions in which the opera
tion of a solicitor's approval condition attaching to the contract has been
considered. In Robin v R T Shiels & Co Ltd44 Casey J saw the issue as
turning on the construction of the wording used which provided for the
solicitor's approval to be given "within seven days from acceptance
date", making it clear that acceptance was intended to precede approval
so that in present terms the condition was subsequent to the contractual

41 Payment of the deposit is not conclusive of an intention that there is a contract
because a deposit may be oaid on a nre-contractual basis: Sorre:ll v Finch
[1977] AC 728. It may-also be that the law acknowledges an expectation in the
vendor. that the deposit will be paid by the purchaser to the land agent at the
same time that the purchaser signs the agreement and before the vendor signs,
so that payment may precede the making of the contract: Brien v Dlvyer (1978)
22 ALR 485 at 489-490 per Barwick CJ.

42 These accord with the two alternatives suggested bv Coote "More About
'Solicitor's Approval' Agreements" [1976] NZLJ 40 at 41-42. '

43 This construction was placed on the solicitor's approval condition in Henning
v Ramsay (1963) 81 WN (Pt 1) (NSW) 71.

44 Unreported, Supreme. Court, Christchurch, 5 July 1974, A 265/73, Casey J;
noted Coote, [1974] NZLJ 384 and [1976] NZLJ 326.
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relationship. In the Court of Appeal,45 it was not necessary to consider
the operation of the condition, but the Court did approve, obiter, the
above reasoning and venture "that the solicitor's approval could not be
withheld capriciously or merely on the instructions of his client~ but \vas
meant to ensure that the conveyancing aspects of the transaction were
satisfactory from the purchaser's point of view."46 This adopts broadly
the approach suggested above.

In Provost Developments Ltd v Collingwood Towers Ltd47 the agree
ment was subject to the approval of the solicitors of both parties, but
otherwise was an agreement for sale and purchase executed by both
parties. The vendor's solicitor withheld consent "primarily because he
felt confident that his client was able to get an agreement on better
terms". Holland J found that the parties had concluded an immediate
conditional contract. Thus, the solicitors must "act honestly and reason
ably, and not from mere caprice". However, he construed the term
"conveyancing aspects", as used in Boote v R T Shiels & Co Ltd.,48 very
widely to mean

"arising out of the duties and obligation owed by a solicitor to his client
when acting for that client and advising concerning a conveyancing matter".
That must jncJude, in most cases, a considered view or opinion as to the
transaction the client is entering into as a whole.49

The requirement that the solicitor act honestly and reasonably is nar
rower and, it is submitted, more positive than that of "not capriciously"
suggested by the Court of Appeal in Boote v R T Shiels & Co Ltd50 but
the width of the matters to which approval may extend seems, with re
spect, so great that it is difficult to read it consistently with the existence
of a binding contract. In the circumstances the solicitor for the vendor
was entitled honestly to withhold his approval because a better offer was
available to his client. The only requirement was that it be the solicitor's
own decision. If there was an instruction from the client not to approve
the agreement which coincided with the solicitor's own opinion, that
would not render his withholding of approval

capr~cious and in bad faith. The position would be d:fferent jf the evidence
satisfied me that the solicitor did approve the agreement but d;sapproved
so!ely because of the instructions he received from his client.51

If the matters which may be taken into account are indeed intended to
be so wide ranging, it would be more realistic to impute to the parties an
inte~tion that, even though they have both signed the agreement, they do
not Intend to be contractually bound until the appropriate solicitors'
approvals have been given.52

45 Boote v R T Shiels & Co Ltd [1978] 1 NZLR 445; discussed by Coote, "Solici
tors' Approval Agreements Again" [1978] NZLJ 170.

46 Ib;d at 451 per Cooke J delivering the judgment of the Court.
47 [1979] NZ Current Law 193, para 815; discussed bv Coote, " 'Subject to Solici-

tor's Approval'-Another Development" [1980] NZLJ 78.
48 Supra n 45 at 45l.
49 Per Holland J.
50 Sup~a n 45 at 451; see the criticism by Coote, "Solic!tors' Approval Agreements

Aga_n" [1978] NZLJ 170 at 171.
51 Per Holland J.
52 See also the criticisms by Coote, "'Subject to Solicitor's Approval'-Another

Dcvc~opment" [1980] NZLJ 78.
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From the foregoing it seems that there is still much room for the de
velopment of our understanding of solicitor's approval conditions by
litigation and that clear thinking about the concepts involved is neces
ary. It is also apparent that there is scope in appropriate cases for the
intention of the parties to be given effect by an interpretation of the con
dition as precedent to the contractual relationship, a condition precedent
as herein defined.

It is very doubtful if, having regard to the subject matter of the con
dition, any other condition commonly found in agreements for sale and
purchase could be construed as a condition precedent in the present
sense. In every case it would be more likely that the parties understood
that there was· a contract between them which·. could be terminated if the
situation described by the condition did not come about. This would
apply to finance, the sale of another property by the purchaser, the con
sent of some independent third party and any of the other wide range of
subjects of conditions. If this is a proper interpretation, a decision which
must be made on the facts of each individual case, then, in terms of the
contractual relationship, the condition is subsequent.

A brief survey of the New Zealand decisions shows the confusion
which exists surrounding the concept of a "condition precedent" and the
unnecessary difficulties it causes. One of the earliest attempts to grapple
with the problem is found in the dissenting judgment of North J in
Griffiths v Ellis. 53 Both parties had duly executed an agreement for sale
and purchase which was expressed to be "subject to the survey plan of
such subdivision being approved and deposited". The question was
whether this prevented the contract being illegal pursuant to (then)
section 332 of the Municipal Corporations Act 1933.54 North J found
t.hat because the condition was a "condition precedent in the strict sense
of the term",55 there was not a subdivision of land as prohibited QY
section 332. The important matter, however, is to see exactly how a
condition so described was to function. North J saw the choice as be
tween "a conclition precedent which required to be satisfied before the
obligation to sell or buy arose" and a "condition on the non-happening
of which existing obligations were to be discharged."56

[T]he plan was to be approved and deposited before liability to perform the
agreement arose. UntH that time, the contract provided that possession was
to be retained by the vendor and the property was to remain at his risk.

His Honour therefore clearly accepted 'that there was a contract and
even expressly recognised certain obligations as current, ie by the pur
chaser to pay the deposit and to stamp the document, and by the vendor
to use his best endeavour to secure the deposit of the survey plan. The
condition was therefore precedent, not to the contract, but only to the
obligations to buy and sell within the contract which existed. The two
judges forming the majority opinion of the Court, Finlay and Henry JJ,
agreed that, if the condition were a condition precedent, it would oper
ate in this way; but they did not agree with North J that therefore there

53 [1958] NZLR 840 at 863-865 (CA).
54 The current provision is the Local Government Act 1974 s 307 which is in sub

stantially diMerent terms.
55 Supra n 53 a.t 863; his Honour also described it as "a true condition precedent"

ibid at 865. '
56 Idem.
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was not a subdivision because there was nevertheless a binding contract
from which the vendor could not resile by any unilateral act of his own.57

The correctness of the decision turns, of course, on what constitutes a
subdivision within the meaning of the section and that is not relevant
here. But the understanding of the operation of the condition is relevant
because North J caused so much to hinge on the fact that he saw it
operating as precedent to the obligation to sell. In the context of the
case it may well have been correct to emphasise this, together with the
consequence that by the condition's operation the obligation would never
come into being unless the plan were approved and deposited. Never
theless, though North J did not mention this, both Finlay and Henry JJ
referred to the effect of the condition on the contractual relationship to
which it was, though they did not say so, surely subsequent. If the dual
operation of the condition as a condition within an existing contract had
been recognised by the whole Court, though it would probably have
made no difference to the final division of opinion, at least the issue
would have been more clearly seen; each judge could have weighed the
fact that the obligation to sell was not operative against the vendor's in
ability unilaterally to withdraw.

In Barber v Crickett58 the choice was again between a condition pre
cedent and a condition subsequent, but there is no real discussion by
Cleary J of his understanding of a condition precedent and, apparently
in reliance on Suttor v Gundowda Pty Ltd,fi9 he found that a finance
condition was a condition subsequent, a finding which was accepted by
agreement between counsel in both Knotts v Gray60 and Martin v Mac
arthur.61 Apart from the fact that for unexplained reasons the conditions
in these cases were regarded as subsequent rather than precedent with
no discussion at all of Griffiths v Ellis,62 even though it was decided in
the same year as Barber v Crickett,63 none of these decisions advances
our understanding of when a condition is precedent and when subse
quent in any way.

The next case to arise was Mulvena v Kelman64 which, like Barber v
Crickett65 and the cases which followed it, concerned a finance condi
tion. However, after citing these cases, Henry J adopted instead the
reasoning of North J in Griffiths v Ellis,66 preferring to conclude that the
finance condition in the instant case was a condition precedent. This
conclusion was reached because the course of dealings between the
parties showed that the purchaser had made a conditional offer to pur
chase which was accepted by the defendant. Henry J continued: 67

!hat resulted in the creation of an inchoate obligation which could spring
Into effect only on the fulfilment of the condition upon which the offer was
made. Clause 11 was no mere term in a concluded contract which provided

57 Ibid at 856 per Finlay J; at 869-870 per Henry J.
58 [1958] NZLR 1057.
59 (1950) 81 CLR 418.
60 r1963] ~ZLR 39~ Eastmond v Bowis [1962] NZLR 954 preceded this decis;on,

but the Issues ra~sed by that case did not make it necessary to label the condi-
tion as precedent or subsequent. .

61 [1963] NZLR 403.
62 Supra n 53.
63 Supra n 58.
fi4 r1965] NZLR 656.
65 Supra n 58.
h6 Supra n 53.
67 Supra n 64 at 657-658.
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for its dissolution in a certain event. The defendant could not, and did not,
get by his acceptanee more. than the offer itself contained, namely an offer
which was not then absolute in its terms. The time for fulfilment of the
condition was expressly limited to the date of settlement, namely 21 Sept
ember 1964, and, if not then fulfilled, the offer wasJ unless waived, no longer
capable of creating an unconditional obligation for the sale and purchase of
the said land.

Clearly, Henry J regarded the parties as bound in contract with neither
free to withdraw. This appears from his description of the arrangement
as an inchoate obligation, from his acceptance of the possibility of the
waiver of the condition, and most strongly from his finding that it would
be proper to imply a term into the contract that the plaintiff would use
his best endeavour to obtain the finance. 68 With regard to the reasoning
of Henry J that the condition should be construed as precedent because
it was contained in the offer, it is respectfully submitted that,. because an
acceptance must be of the offer exactly as made,69 all conditions, other
than those intended to be precedent to the contractual relationship itself,
must be contained in the offer. l'his includes every condition construed
as subsequent. It does not therefore follow that every condition con
tained in ap offer must be a condition precedent. If the offer contem
plates acceptance before the condition is fulfilled, then, after acceptance,
the condition is one which operates within an existing contract.70

If the argulnent put forward in this paper were adopted, that would be
all one needed to determine. l"'he condition might then be precedent to
certain obligations within the contract, and in certain cases, such as
Griffiths v Ellis,71 the facts might require this aspect of the condition to
be emphasised, but the cond~tion would also be subsequent to the con
tractual relationship itself. Once it is decided that there is a contract
within which the condition operates, and it is recognised that precedent
and subsequent are merely different aspects of the operation of the con
dition, so that these are no longer seen as alternatives, the question
whether the condition is one or the other ceases to be appropriate and
the difficulHes in labelling the condition seen in the cases looked at so far
cease to exist.

The foregoing forms the background in New Zealand law to the major
decision of the Court of Appeal in Scott v Rania.72 The majority judg
ments in thiiS case not only carried on the view that conditions operating
within a contract are either precedent or subsequent, but the outcome
may have tu.rned on the distinction.

The facts were quite simple. The purchaser/respondent made an offer
to purchase a house property from the. vendor/appellant subject to t~e

purchaser atranging mortgage finance within fourteen days of acceptance
of the offer.• The offer was accepted on 19 March so that the fulfilment
date for the condition was 2 ...t\pril.Finance was not arranged' until 6
April on which day the vendor was informed but replied that on the
same day sne had resold the property. The purchaser claimed specific
performance. The Court of Appeal divided with North P and McCarthy
J forming the majority and Hardie Boys J dissenting.

68 Ibid at· 658-662.
69 Otherwise it is a counter-offer.
70 Cf Buhrer,v Tweedie [1973] 1 NZLR 517.
71 [1958] NZLR 840.
72 [1966] NZLR 527. The decision at first instance was reported sub nom Rama v

Scott [1966] NZLR 176.
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North P began by determining the nature of the condition. He did so,
as had Henry J in Mulvena v Kelman,73 by noting that the offer ~as

made subject to the condition and was so accepted. Thus, applying
Aberfoyle Plantations Ltd v Cheng74 and quoting Lord Jenkins in that
case: io

It was thus made plain beyond argument that the condition was a condition
precedent on the fulfilment of which the formation of a binding contract of
sale between the parties was made to depend.

This reasoning is subject to the same criticism made earlier76 with regard
to the reasoning of Henry J.

McCarthy J also began with the issue of the nature of the condition.
He saw the choice as between a condition precedent and a condition
subsequent and saw the answer as dependent upon the intention of the
parties as revealed by the wording of the condition. Because the word
ing used was closer to that in GrifJiths v Ellis77 than that in Barber v
Crickett,78 he preferred to regard it as a condition precedent.

As both North P and McCarthy J regarded the condition as precedent,
it is then necessary to decide whether they saw it as precedent to the
existence of the contract or to the obligation to perform certain promises
within an existing contractual relationship. It is suggested that the test is
whether the parties are totally free to withdraw from the arrangement or
whether there is a contractual relationship which must be terminated if
the condition is not fulfilled. It is otherwise impossible to tell from the
language used by McCarthy J, the only judge to discuss the principles
governing the operation of the condition, because his Honour begins by
saying that: 79

Until the condition is fulfilled, there is no contract of sale to be completed;
no binding contract has been brought jnto existence: ... Until then, the
contract is inchoate; . . . and a party's right to sue on the contract is
suspended.

It is respectfully submitted that these two sentences are inconsistent and
different views appear to have been taken subsequently as to what pre
cisely the condition was precedent.80 But when the test suggested above
is applied, it is·evident that both North P and McCarthy J regarded the
parties as in a contractual relationship which had to be terminated on
the non-fulfilment of the condition.81 Whether the condition was prece
dent to all or only some of the promises within that contract is irrele
vant; for present purposes it is relevant only that they saw the condition
as operating within an existing contract and yet defined it as precedent.

73 Supra n 64.
74 [1960] AC 115.
75 Ibid at 128.
76 See supra n 69.
77 Supra n 53.
78 Supra n 58.
79 Supra n 72 at 534.
80 See supra nn 10 and 29.
81 "Once th~ .period had expired, in my opinion the appellant was entitled to treat

the condItIonal contract, which had never blossomed into a full contract, as at
an end ...!' (at 532 per North P). "... (O]nce it [the time for fulfilment] has
expired the condition has become operative and the obligation of that party to
~omplete has gone and !~ere cannot be any longer contractual obligations rest
Ing on the other party (at 534 per McCarthy J). See also Hunt v Wilson
[1978] 2 NZLR 261 at 267 per Cooke J.
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From this point their Honours applied the understood rules, discusse~
above, that time is of the essence as to the fulfilment of conditions, and
that upon the non-fulfilment of a condition precedent the contr2ct is
automaticaI[y at an end unless the condition has been waived before the
fulfilment date by a party having the right unilaterally to do so. Since
the purchaser had neither waived the condition nor obtained an exten
sion of time before the specified fulfilment date, the contract had deter
mined on that day and the purchaser's claim for specific performance
must fail. The operation of a condition precedent to determine a con
tractual relationship to which it is in fact subsequent has already been
criticised, and the suggestion made that, while the obligations dependent
upon the condition would never come into effect, there is no reason why
a condition. precedent to obligations within an existing contract should
not operate iin the same way as a condition subsequent with regard to the
contractualirelationship itself.82

This leads to the dissenting judgment of Hardie Boys J who, alone
among New Zealand judges until then, and still so far unacknowledged,
clearly distinguished between the two uses of the term "condition prece
dent": 83

The first question . . . is whether the conditional clause was, in the true
sense, a condition precedent so that, it not having been fulfilled or per
formed timeously, no binding contract ever came' into existence, or whether
the clause was either a condition precedent (not to the whole contract but
only to the purchaser's obligations under it . 0 0) or, alternativelY,a con
dition subsequent 000

His Honour then surveyed the cases and clearly regarded the Privy
Council in Aberfoyle Plantations Ltd v Cheng84 as having spoken of a
condition outside of and precedent to the contractual relationship. By
implication ·he saw the judgments of North P and McCarthy J in the
same way. lIt has already been said that this was probably not the .kind
of condition precedent meant in any of these judgments, though such a
view marked those opinions off very clearly from his Honour's own in
terpretation. of the condition. From his reference to the passage from the
judgment of Isaacs J in Maynard v Goode,85 this is assumed, though
there is no express statement, to be such a dual functioning condition
operating within a contract as is argued for in this .paper. Having there
fore found that with regard to the contractual relationship the condition
was subsequent, Hardie Boys J went on to apply the usual rule regarding
such a condition and held that on the date specified for the fulfilment of
the condition both parties acquired the right to terminate the contract.
As the vendor had not exercised this right before the purchaser waived
the condition, the contract remained on foot and the purchaser was en
titled to specific performance.

It should: be added that both North P and McCarthy J considered
what their judgments would have been had they decided that the con
dition was subsequent. With respect, the opinion of North p86 is some
what clearer than that of McCarthy J87 but neither judge considered

82 See supra n 33.
83 Supra n 72 at 5370 The distinction has s;nce been recognised in Hunt v Wilson

supra n 81 at 267 per Cooke J, and at 278 per Richardson J.
84 Supra 11 74.
85 (1926) 37CLR 529 at 540; see supra n 8.
86 Supra n 72 at 532-533.
87 Ibid at 53 $.
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clearly and directly whether the communication by the purchaser to the
vendor on 6 April amounted to a waiver of the condition by the pur
chaser. If it was a waiver, it clearly preceded any notification by the
vendor that she was exercising her right to determine the contract. It
has been found that the mere fulfilment of the condition after the speci
fied date does not terminate the right to avoid the contract which arose
on that date. 88 The statement of the facts given in the report of Scott v
Rania states that the purchaser's solicitor notified the vendor's solicitor
by telephone "that he had arranged the necessary finance" and this was
confirmed in writing along with the added statement that "the contract is
now unconditional".89 It might be argued that this is not waiver, but is
rather the statement which would have been appropriate before the ful
filment date for the condition. Nevertheless, it was certainly regarded as
a waiver by Hardie Boys J.90 On this view therefore, even though all of
the judgments are subject to some criticism, it is respectfully submitted
that the judgnlent of Hardie Boys J was basically correct and wouid~ if
recognised, have led to a much clearer body of law regarding conditions
than we now have.

The majority judgments in Scott v Rania91 appeared to settle the law
in New Zealand as to conditions for some time; certainly there was no
reported litigation. The Auckland District Law Society included in its
standard form of contract a finance clause designed to state expressly the
law as it was stated in those judgments.92 The next reported decision is
Gardner v Gould93 in which the basic question was whether, given the
somewhat unusual facts of the case, the appellant vendor was entitled to
treat· the contract, which had been subject to a finance condition, as
unconditional and recover damages from the respondent. That in turn
depended on whether the respondent purchaser was the sole party in
breach of an obligation to take all reasonable steps to fulfil the condition.
The discussion in the judgments is therefore l&rgely concerned with the
basis on which such an obligation is imposed and there is .no express
statement of the nature of the condition as precedent or subsequent. It
might nevertheless be assumed that the condition was regarded as sub
sequent since it was found that the obligation could be imposed only by
an implied term in an existing contract.94

A decision which upsets the settled view of the law found after Scott
v Rania,9f) but which resolutely remains unreported, is that of the Court
of Appeal in Barton v Russell. 96 It concerned a finance clause in the
form adopted by the Auckland District Law Society to embody the
majority opinion in Scott v Rania,97 and which provides, inter alia: that
if the loan is not arranged by the stipulated date "then this agreement

88 Gilbert v Healey Investment Pty Lt,d [1975] 1 NSWLR 650.
89 Supra n 72 at 528.
90 Ibid at 541.
91 Supra n 72.
92 The writer has no knowledge of practice in other parts of the country.
93 [1974] 1 NZLR 426 (CA). - -
94 Coote, "'Subject to Finance'-Again'~ [1974] NZLJ 392 at 393. Cf Coote

"Agreements 'Subject to Finance' " (1976) 40 Conv (NS) 37 at 43. (Homeru~
dormitat?)

95 Supra n 72.
96 [1975] NZ Current Law 307, para 1109; noted Coote, [1975] NZLJ 790; Mc

Morland (1975) 1 NZ Recent Law (NS) 363.
97 Supra n 72.
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shall be void.•..." The contract was for the purchase of a unit then in
course of construction and placed a contractual obligation on the vendor
to complete the building. The vendor argued that the finance clause had
operated to render the contract void automatically on the stipulated date.
However, the Court applied the principle that even a common form
clause must be interpreted with regard to the intention of the parties as
gleaned from the surrounding context. Given the vendor's obligation to
complete the building, "it is most unlikely that the parties intended that,
if the obtaining of adequate financial provision was delayed beyond the
appointed day, the contract would come automatically to an end, not
withstanding that there might be part performance by one or both."98

The Court therefore read "void" as "voidable" and as neither party had
taken any step to render the contract void, it remained in existence.
After consideration of some further points, the purchaser was ultimately
successful in a claim for specific performance.

The Court: did not label the condition as either precedent or subse
quent, but, frQm the outcome of the case, it is obvious that it was seen as
a condition within an existing contractual relationship, and, by constru
ing "void" as· "voidable", it was caused to operate in the same way as a
condition subsequent. Because of the wording of the condition, the
problem of construction would have arisen whether precedent and sub
sequent were seen as alternative labels for conditions within contracts or
whether they.were seen merely as two facets of their operation. How
ever, the actual problem presented in the case can clearly be traced back
to the reliance upon the majority reasoning in Scott v Rania99 in drafting
the finance cLause, and beyond that to the notion that a so-called con
dition precedent can operate to render void something to which it is sub
sequent. But 'be that as it may, it is suggested at the practical level that,
although conveyancers like and need certainty, they also frequently need
flexibility. It would thus be better either for it to be recognised by the
law that the non-fulfilment of a condition operating within a contract
renders the contract voidable or ·terminable by the appropriate parties
and for the condition not to state the effect of its non-fulfilment at all, or
for the condition to provide that on its non-fulfilment the appropriate
parties may by notice in writing terminate the contract. This would not
bring about any reduction in certainty or cause a vendor to be unneces
sarily delayed in being able to resell. It would merely require that a
conscious decision to end the contract be made and acted upon after the
non-fulfilment of the condition.

The latest New Zealand decision of which mention must be made is
Hunt v Wilson. 1 In so far as it related to conditions precedent and sub
sequent, it was primarily concerned with the method by which a fulfil
ment date for the condition must be determined when none had been
specified in the contract. It is therefore not directly concerned with the
central theme of this paper, but it does contain, in the judgment of
Cooke J, the. passage quoted and discussed at length above2 which re
awakened earlier, uncompleted thought processes and resulted in this
addition to the "almost endless discussion" of this subject referred to by
Richardson J in the same case.3

98 Per McCarthy P.
99 Supra 11 72.

1 Supra n 81.
2 See supra n.12.
3 Supra tl 81 at 278.
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Conclusion
Because of the confusion which still prevails in this area of law in

spite of, or perhaps because of the vast volume of words written upon it,
it is still open to the courts to develop a rational system of rules for !he
operation of conditions. It is from this point of view, rather than tryIng
to make consistent sense of the cases, that this paper is presented. It
might therefore be helpful to set out in conclusion a concise statement
of the rules being suggested.

The terms "precedent" and "subsequent" in relation to conditions are
commonly known, but the apparently simple question of whether any
particular condition is one or the other is, on the present state of the
authorities, almost impossible to answer. Yet, even on our present
understanding, it is clear that the answer can be cruciai to the outcome
of the case. The two terms therefore need to be given clear and dis
tinguishable meanings which can be done only by fixing the reference
point in regard to which the condition is precedent or subsequent. It is
suggested that this point be the formation of the contract. The basic
question then becomes whether there is a contract or not~ an issue which
must be decided on the intention of the parties in the usual way and with
the usual consequences as to freedom to withdraw. The existence and
subject matter of the condition and any admissible evidence as to how
the parties intended it to operate would be factors to be taken into
account, along with any other relevant and admissible evidence, to de
cide the question.

If it is found to have been intended that the condition should be ful
filled before there is any contractual relationship, it is a condition prece
dent. Before the fulfilment of the condition either party is free to ,-,'ith
draw, there can be no obligation on either party to take all reasonable
steps to achieve the fulfilment of the condition, and neither 'party can
have any right to waive the condition so as unilaterally to impose a con
tract on the other. If the condition is fulfilled by the specified date, time
being of the essence, the contractual relationship automatically comes
into being. If the condition is not fulfilled by the specified date, time
again being of the essence, the contract dependent upon it simply does
not come into being. Because of the freedom to withdraw before fulfil
ment it is supposed that very few conditions would be found to be of
this type, but that some solicitor's approval conditions might appropri
ately be construed in this way.

If the condition is found to operate within an existing contractual rela
tionship, it would be subsequent to the contractual relationship itself and
might also be precedent to the obligation to perform all or some of the
promises in the contract. Before the fulfilment of the condition neither
party is free to withdraw. At least if one party could affect the outcome
of the condition, there would be an obligation on that party to take all
reasonable steps to fulfil the condition whether imposed by an implied
term or by the general principle that a party cannot take advantage of
his own default. If the condition were found to have been inserted for
the benefit of one party only, that party would have the right to waive
the condition at any time before the termination of the contract. If the
condition is fulfilled by the specified date, time being of the essence, the
contract automatically becomes unconditional in that respect. If the
condition is not fulfilled by the specified date, time again being of the
essence, any obligations to which it was precedent would not become
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operative and any obligations already current together with the contract
ual relationship itself would automatically become subject to a right
vested in the appropriate parties (dependent on compliance with the
obligation to take all reasonable steps to achieve fulfilment of the con
dition) to avoid or terminate the contract. This would require a con
scious decision to end the contract and -communication of it, and so
would be more flexible than automatic termination, but could be as
quick and certain as automatic termination. All of the rules relating to
this type of condition would be subject to variation by the express terms
of the contract, but it is thought that solicitors should consider carefully
the full range of possible consequences before doing this. It is supposed
that almost all conditions used in conveyancing contracts in New Zea
land would come into this class.

The adoption of the view set out in this paper would certainly not
solve an of the problems which might arise in relation to conditions as
the survey of the reported cases clearly shows. But it would provide a
firm basis for action by solicitors in the majority of practical- situations
where many must now feel that they tread on quicksand.


